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fcociefaes Pfoi/Presenf Spring Concert On Friday
•I Features All Types Of Music;
^ Songs Will Conclude Program

ies Host To Colby Today
Harvey Goddard And William Dill Win McAuliffe Opposes Gavel
Junior-Senior Prize Speaking Contest In State Series Opener
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Varied Program
The program arranged will vary
from light novelty works to more
serious compositions. The orchestra
will open the concert with the Haffner Symphony by Mozart and will
join with the Choral Society in selections from the Brahms Requeim.
including "AH Flesh Shall Perish"
and "How Lovely Is Thv Dwelling
Place".
The
Girls' Chorus will sing
"Sweet and Low", followed by the
Men's Chorus with "Eight Bells".
The combined chorus will then
sing a Russian chant. "Hospodinomilui." and "Echo Song." in
which the members split into the
main theme and the echo.
Finale Of Bates Songs

By Betty Dagdigian
Harvey Goddard delivered the
prize-winning address last Monday
morning in the annual Junior-Senior
Prize Speaking Contest which was
completed in the chapel this morning. William Dill took second place.
Discusses Bates Plan
Goddard
discussed the
Bates
Plan and its large number of core
courses, likening it to a straightjacket. He suggested that a board
of students, faculty and alumni be
appointed to look into the. plan and
suggest revisions. "If we must
have a straight-jacket, let's have
COMMITTEE FOR THE ANNUAL SPRING CONCERT one that fits."
includes Nancy Wellman, Penelope Shoup, Karl KCoss, George
Goddard also mentioned a reviGamble, and John Hurlin.
sion in the present marking system

Unexpected Construction Starts On Hedge;
Kresge
To Aid In Financing Project

The program will be concluded
Building
unexpectedly
started
by a group of Bates songs., includ- Monday on Hedge Laboratory as
ing the "Alma Mater". "Gallery of a result of a gift presented to Bates
Memories." and the Smoker.
by the Kresge Foundation, of DeKarl Ko-s is the general chair- troit, Michigan. Construction inman of the concert and the accom- volves the expansion and renovapanist. He is assisted by Penelope tion of the laboratory.
Shoup.
publicity:
John
Hurlin.
The received sum of $50,000 plus
stage: Nancy Wellman. ushers: and additional gifts already on hand,
Merrill N'caris and George Gamble, stated
President
Phillips,
were
tickets.
combined to finance the project
that is being undertaken by the T.
Money To Aid Societies
W. Cunninghan Company of BanThe admission price is 35 cents
gor. Alonzo J. Harriman, Inc.. of
for students and 50 cents for faculAuburn is the architect.
ty members. The money will be
u>ed to support the various activi- Plans Slightly Different
ties of the mu.-ical organizations.
Plans for the construction work
Tickets may be purchased from on Hedge are somewhat different
Xorma Chaffee in Frye Street than previously repor'ej. The new
House. Ruth Whit-tier in Wilson plans call for the addition of mo
House, Sylvia Bernard in Hacker new floors to the present one-story
House, Dorothy Webb in Chase wing of the laboratory.
One of the floors will provide
House. Robert Abbott in West
Parker, and Robert Goldberg in additional laboratory space while
the second floor will contain a large
East Parker.
• (Continued on page four)
Stelian Dukakis in Smith South,
Blaine Wiley in Smith Middle,
James
Pirie
in
Smith
North,
Cynthia Black in Rand, Ruth Potter in Roger Bill, Carolyn Wells in
Mitchell, Jean McKinnon in Milliken, John Manter in JB, Jean
Mouhon in Whitticr, and Rae
The open house in Parker Hall
Stillman in Cheney.
the freshman men had scheduled
for Sunday will not be held.
A blue slip for the occasion was
entered and vetoed on the basis of
About 30 members of the Farm- a policy formulated some time ago
by
President
Phillips declaring
ington Outing Club attended a
Parker Hall, Smith Hall, and John
Reflecting a greater scarcity of meeting last Friday sponsored by Bertram Hall out-of-bounds for sojobs throughout the country, Prof. the Bates Outing Club to further cial functions.
Bartlett, director of placement, re- future cooperative events.
President Phillips left town last
I
ports that seniors will experience
weekend and could not be reached.
David Merrill opened the meeting
Prior to e'ntering the blue slip,
more difficulty this year in obtainwith
a film of the Appalachian trail Wilfred Barbeau, Parker Hall procing openings than has been true in
any year since the war. However, and some slides of mountain climbs, tor, consulted Mr. Sampson and
he still believes that the employ- cabin parties, the winter carnival, Mr. Lindholm, freshman class advisor. Encouraged by both interment possibilities are "reasonably and other Outing Club activities.
views, he put in a blue slip for
good" for those' who are willing to
Following this, Robert Wilson Sunday, and the men secured ten
start at a modest salary with the
led a discussion in -which the clubs chaperones and faculty guests.
hope of gradual advancement.
exchanged organizational and funcThe Student Activities CommitSeniors Plans
tional ideas. The meeting adjourned tee said sanctioning such an affair
"This year," said Prof. Bartlett, with no immediate plans but with a would be a concession that would
"there are about 135 seniors. Many number of ideas scheduled for next let down too many barriers. It
of these plan to attend graduate year.
would, according to the committee,
schools or to join family firms so
This was the first step in bring- open the possibilities for requests
that they represent no immediate ing the outing clubs in the Maine for many similar occasions which
placement problem. Likewise some colleges closer and in thereby in- could not be adequately chaperoned.
Later developments were not
of the senior women are married creasing the range of activities each
available at presstime.
or soon will be, so they are not
offers.
seeking jobs. Taking out these
groups, there are about 80 seniors
who are registered with the Placement Bureau.,
'For the most part," he continued, "senior women are interested in teaching, retailing or merchandising, secretarial science, and
social and religious work. Among
the men who wish business openings, there is still interest on the
part of employers in selling, merchandising, and insurance."

Farmington Joins BOC
Graduates Face Scarcer In Future Co-op Events
lob Openings This Year
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Favorable Outlook
Bartlett emphasized that Bates
seniors seeking openings n teaching have had the advantage of this
year's practice teaching program, as
well as teacher-training courses in
education and psychology.
"Despite the shortage of jobs
this spring," he concluded, "the
progress made to date in placing
seniors indicates that we are off to
a good start. Before the class
graduates in June we hope that
openings will -have been secured for
a major portion of its members."

By Robert Purinton
Today the Bates baseball squad, with a 3-1 record, opens State
Series play against an undefeated Colby nine. Ducky Pond has
named left-hander Andy McAuliffe as his starter. The opposing
pitcher will probably be Colby's ace, Frank Gavel.
The Bobcats' chances in this
game have been strengthened by
the recovery of third baseman John
Wettlaufer from a leg injury sustained at the University of New
Hampshire when he collided with
Fred Douglas while chasing down
The nine members of the student an infield pop fly.
honors day committee set up last
This leaves only right field in
month by President Phillips don't
question. Pond has not yet decided
think the dean's list should be read
whether Hod Record or Don Mcin chapel.
Carthy will start in that position.
This is what they reported to Dr.
Phillips recently, after he asked Bobcat Batting Order

Honor Students
Oppose Reading
Of Dean's List

them to look into possibilities for
improving the honors day program.
The committee tentatively recommended that the dean's list not be
read in chapel, but printed in the
STUDENT, and is now at work on
a substitute program.
The president has said that good
marks have a definite established
value and should be recognized, but
something could be done to make
honors day observances more interesting and meaningful.
The committee, all at the top of
the dean's list, is headed by Raymond Driscoll and includes Max
Bell, William Dill, Jane Kendall,
Jane Osborne, Ruth Parr, and
Jeanne Pieroway.

The starting line-up and batf'ng
order, therefore, will be Norm
Hammer in left; Ralph Perry, center field; George Brinkerhoff at
first; Fred Douglas on second;
John Wettlaufer, third base; Shirley Har.iel at short; McCarthy or
Record in right field; Bud Porter
behind the plate; and Andy McAuiifTe on the mound.
This is the same unit that provided the hitting power in the Tufts,
UXH, and New England College
games. McAuliffe, by virtue of his
two hitter against Tufts and, incidentally, by his game winnimt
pinch triple against UNH, is rated
as the number one pitcher on the
squad.

Colby Starters
Colby will probably line-up with
Art White at short; Chet Harrington in center; Ray Billingston, left
field; Bill Wales catching; Grant or
Jaber' in right; Ted Shiro at secGreater flexibility in seating and ond; Jim Carey on first; and
unlimited distribution of milk will Gavel pitching.
be introduced next fall in both Fiskr
Colby has defeated Yale by a 4-2
Dining Hall and the new men's
score; Trinity by 3-2 and recently
commons.
took Su:Tolk University of Boston
The men will still eat cafteria
6-3.
style and the women will retain the
This is an important week in the
present system of cafeteria style
two meals a day and a sit-down line of State Series play for the
meal at night. Eventually, the men Bobcats. Besides the Colby game
they encounter Bowdoin on the 6th
may go on this type of schedule.
and
travel to Waterville to tackle
According to President Phillips,
instead of completely filling one Colby again on the 8th.

Prexy Announces
Seating,MilkPlans

Parker Open House Off; Spaghetti Dinner, Club Talent Feature
Men's Dorms Off Limits Last MacFarlane Meeting Of Tear

Play Opens Next Week

I > May

which could fit into the present
framework and yet increase the accuracy of the report.
Guidance Program
Dill's address considered ways of
improving the guidance program at
Bates. Full use of the present system and an integration of the now
separate fields of social, career, and
curriculum guidance were among
the reforms suggested.
Other contestants were Max Bell,
who spoke this morning on politics
as an honorable profession: and
Richard Nair, who discussed the
need of students to say what they
think.
The contest was directed by Miss
Scha'effer.

■

Four From Bates
At SCA Confab
Margrett Moulton, Joan Mc
Curdy, Richard Weber, and Barbara Wallace attended the Leadership Training Conference sponsored
by the New England Student Christian Movement at Rolling Ridge,
North Andover, Mass., last weekend.
The recently elected president of
the Christian Association and other
cabinet members attended the conference whose purpose was to aid
new CA officers.
Workshops on the various areas
of CA work and an analysis of the
role of the CA were included in the
program.

New Commons To Be
Open To Public Nay 18
An open house in the new addition to Chase Hall has been tentatively set for Saturday, May 13,
President Phillips announced today.
In the.morning, Mr. Ross will
take members of the Student Council through the building and point
out all the features. In the afternoon the Stu-C will act as guides
for the student body.
By that date, work will be nearly
completed on the building, President Phillips said.

Freshman Debate

Bates won all four of its debates
against Bowdoin and Maine in the
Maine Debate Tourney held last
Saturday. Richard Breault, Warren
Carroll, and Marie Gerrish' were
three of the four speakers who received superior ratings during the
tourney, while Robert Rubenstein
received an excellent rating.
The first round of debates, which
started after lunch, was judged by
members of the varsity debating
™.»M nTTk-PR CHASES NANCY KOSINSKI around stage team, while the second round was
S^nXe" pfod^ion of Mohere, "Imaginary Invalid". judged by the coaches of the teams.

The MacFarlane Club will add a
dinner and program of entertainment to its last meeting of the
year next Tuesday, May 9, in the
Woman's Union at 6 o'clock.
Featuie Spaghetti Dinner
Plans are being made for a
spaghetti dinner by chief chefs
Judith Nevers and Caroline Rothstcin with the other girls in the
club assisting them. A community
sing will be included between
courses.
Entertainment will follow the
meal under the theme of "Ways of
Expressing Music". Plans include:
double quartet composed of Raymond Mutter, 1 eroy Dancer, Robert Hayward, Karl Koss. John McDuffie, Galvin Gall, Henry Schnetzer, and Robert Renwick; songs by
Jean Moulton, a modern dance by
Beverly Eaton and accompanied by
Jane Bower, a violin solo by Dorita
Atkins, and a piano solo by Karl
Koss.
Officers In Charge
Past and present officers of the
club are in charge of the event <and
include Jane Bower, John McDuffie,
Beverly Eaton, Robi-rt Hayw-rd,
and Leroy Dancer. All members
who have not already indicated
their interest in attending should
see Beverly Eaton.
Tentative plans for next year and
the club membciship will be discussed at the business meeting following
the
entertainment.
The
MacFarlane Club has recently been
made a member of the Maine
Federation of Music Clubs.

Friday Chapel
Another of the musical programs
arranged by Mrs. Robert Berkelman was presented in chapel Friday. Dr. Willis, violinist, and Mrs.
Ralph Dickey of Auburn, pianist,
were guest artists.
Dr. Willis, accompanied by Mrs.
Bcrkelman, played "Second Mazurka" by Wienawski; "Poeme," by
FiDich; and "Jealousy," by Gade.
Mrs. Dickey played "Valse Chromatique" and "Lento."

table at a time in the present manner, three tables will be opened at a
time, the next three opening up
when the first three are "comfortably filled". This, he said, does not
necessarily mean completely filled.
Since this system would throw
off the present system of milk distribution, there will be an unlimited
supply of milk two meals a day.
The president expressed hope that
milk consumption will not soar to a
point where the college can no longer afford it.
If this happens, he said, milk will
be distributed individually from the
chow line three times a day.

Coeds In Non-Decision
DebateWithMiddlebury
I.yla Nichols and Rae St.ilman
competed last Thursday at the Women's Union in an informal nondecision debate against Middlebu-y
College. The proposition for debate was that all basic non-agricultural industries should be nationalized. Bates debated on the negative,
while Middlebury upheld the affirmative. Tea was served after the debate.

Orlandella And Wallace
Added To CA Cabinet
Alumni College Opens
Commencement Week
Commencement weekend,
the
84th in the history of the college,
will open on June 9 with the third
annual Alumni College. Alumni will
attend classes conducted by Mr.
Lux, Mr. Donovan, Dr. Zerby, and
Pa of. Schaeffer.
At an informal open house in
Chase Hall that evening, a group
of faculty members will present a
panel discussion on the question:
What are the implications of the
rising costs of a college education?
Those on the panel are Prof. Quimby, Dr. Bortner, Dr. Sawyer, Mr.
Lindholm, Dr. Fischer, Mr. Annett,
and
Harold
Clifford, a
Bates
trustee, who is superintendent of
schools at Boothbay Harbor. Graduating seniors are welcome to attend this meeting.
The feature attraction on June 10
is ' the alumni luncheon in the
Alumni Gym. President Phillips
and President of the Bates Alumni
Association John Buddington '30
will be featured speakers. The
Class of 1950 will be officially welcomed into the association at this
time.

Anthony Orlandella has been appointed head of the World Student
Service Fund by the Christian Association Cabinet. While serving as
a member of the cabinet, Orlandella
will have charge of organizing the
progam for WSSF Week next year.
Barbara Wallace will replace
Betty Zinck as head of the Personal Relations Commission.
Sylvia Stuber, former CA secretary, read the budget report at the
meeting last Wednesday evening.
Cabinet members discussed plans
for Freshman Week and suggestions were made to Robert Cagenello. There was also a short discussion on the nature of the Chase
Hall dances.
Members of last year's cabinet
attended the meeting as guests.

Wesley Club
Bishop John Loral of the Boston
area will speak at the final meeting
of the Wesley club, to be held Sunday at 6 p. m. The meeting will be
a banquet supper for which there
will be a charge of fifty cents. All
members may invite guests.
The committee for the banquet is
Lyla Nichols, Richard Hartrnan,
Phyllis Sawyer, Jean Schultz, and
Sylvia Bernard

i.
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Editorials

Chase Features Beerle8&
Beer Cellar And Bobcm

"The Invalid" Is Nursed Along
For Debut-Behind The Scenes

Ah. wonderful spring ... the
girls sunbathing . . - kids cutting
labs . . . baseball . . . nature walks
By Raymond Sennet
Webb Brockclman with
... and oh, yes, mayoralty is defThe circumstances attending the squelching of plans of the freshWunderbar, jawolil. wunderbar. old and new. The ,h ^l
initely in the air . . ■ theme songs that is what everyone will be say? with Ardie Ulpts gow^ *
Hot Foot
man men to hold open house in Parker Hall this Sunday were unPack 'Em In
By John Rippey
accidentally
creep into old medhes ing of the German dance sponsored and sophisticated I,],.. "
fortunate.
Fifteen minutes later the director
A STUDENT photographer is
Nan Kosinski is on the stage,
... Ed and Coed exchange know- "by the Deutsche Verein this Sat- "Bodv and Sn«t»
Soul'' :_
in Ge
is
discussing
a
new
innovation
—
Obviously, the president's policy regarding social functions in sitting forlornly on the sofa. She taking a couple shots of Nan Koing
glances
.
.
.
a
too
warm
foot
warmer
for
Wenurday
evening
at
Chase
Hall.
Polkas And Strauss \yalt?
men's dormitories could not be violated or changed in his absence. rests her chin heavily on her sinski. He apologizes for delaying
There will be soft music to sway
Neither Dean Rowe nor the Student Activities Committee could hands. She is tired. Miss Schaeffer the rehearsal, for Miss Schaeffer is dell to put under Norm Buker's
We'd like to take the opporMeanwhile, during b
°th ^
to by Bob Cagencllo and his Bob- intermissions.
make an exception without his approval, even though chaperones strides from the wings and joking momentarily annoyed at the pro- feet in another scene . . .
tunity to welcome a new orJim
Andrews
is
being
shown
by
rats from 8 to 11:45 and two big Strauss waltzesrecorded
had been secured and the freshmen were proceeding with the sanc- ly shoos Nan off the stage. No longed interruption. But she tosses
ganization on campus . . . the
.
P°lkas
will
shows downstairs to provide you stairs for those win be P'ayejl
tion of their class advisor. Nor could they be expected to.
more rest. The "Imaginary In- it off with a grin. "Sure we get the restless Miss Schaeffer how to
Saturday Night Cultural and
care
with lots of fun and entertainment.
burned up by delays, but we need put a hook on a shelf while delivMusic Society . . . motto is "a
Obviously, too, there were reasons for the president's policy. It valid" rehearsal begins . . .
older and more tradition for
ering a subtle dig at Norm Buker's
The
price
of
the
dance
is
only
the
publicity.
If
we
don't
get
the
GerT
buck
a
shot"
.
.
.
believe
"How
can
I
yell
and
still
speak
would be possible for such an affair to get out of hand if not propdances. The Bobcat
twenty-five cents per person, and
will
Marsh Soloman is up for presin .a conversational tone?" Jim people in here on May eleventh we wife in the play. She shows him the
erly handled.
iav
oritf
everyone is assured of a hearty
ident . . . Congratulations . . .
Andrews protests from the foot- will never be able to put on another trick of it and then climbs down
dance tunes. Incidentally ■
Good Handling Possible
from
the
stage.
welcome.
So
drop
in
one
and
all,
lights as Miss Schaeffer looks up at show like this," she winks at Nan
Bates' substitute for the TV stags and couples? The shows alone Bob's six piece orchestr^ " *
"Got to keep it moving," she reBut it is also possible for occasions of this kind to be handled well, him from a seat in the front row. "—unless all of you buy your own
The second show will
party
is that weekly radio getmarks. "You can't have just a lot
are Worth the admission.
and made very much worthwhile.
"I can't yell and keep my com- costumes ..."
10:30 and will fealurc '
together
in
Frye
Street
House
Half an hour later Miss Schaef- of speeches. Maybe you think you ... the gathering . of the clan of A Bit Of Old Deutsh-land
The freshman men are to be given credit for at least attempting posure, tool"
"Wunderbar" with \rdi N
fer
is demonstrating to Norm Bil- can, but after seeing the scene
to start something which could play as important a part in enrich"You don't have to yell to be
of the boys from t|K. ».*'
Bob
Hope
fans
takes
place
every
Downstairs
Chase
Hall
will
be
ing campus social life as an Outing Club outing or a Chase Hall heard in the back of the theatre," ker the panic of a man who thinks again and again it dawns on you Tuesday night . . - order of the made over into a bit of old Deutsh- tet. Dick Coughli,, Jlnd "J* '
dance. It is a fact that both the freshman men and freshman women answers Miss Schaeffer. "You see, he is dying. She sprawls on the that the kids are being put to a cvctiing: proper reverence and due land appropriately converted into a dian do the honor; on ar *
were overwhelmingly in favor of the Parker open house.
Jim, normally you're a soft-spoken sofa, head lolling back as if in the disadvantage because they don't respect by way of lots of laughter German beer cellar, without the ment. Sylvia Ben ,r,] tti[,C°m»
have enough to do, besides just
Here was a chance for some of the men to try their hand at person. It's just a matter of pro- throes of death. Norm and the
a more serious ton,
standing
there
giving
their and fun for all concerned ... all beer. (Sorry, we tried!) The tables
others
watch
.
.
.
entertaining faculty members, other men, and coeds. Bates is es- jection ..."
will be decked out with red-and- thing from Bra'nn,. and ,,
seats are unreserved . . .
lines
..."
Cherubs OK
sentially a friendly college. But in too many cases the friendliness
white checker board covers and Smokey Stover trio will cha
Jamie LeMire, Bob Jones and
There've been a number of
In a tiny dressing room squeezed
stops, unfortunately, at the lines between men and women, between
candles in brown bottles bearing mood again.
minor explosions in Rand latein a corner behind the stage Jane Xorma Smith come on stage to
students and faculty, and in some cases between freshmen and
those
famous names will give the Audience Participation
ly .. .
Appell and Laura Toomey are join the rehearsal. Jamie and Bob
upperclassmen.
right
atmosphere.
The show will end ,, invi
fussing over the colorful, volup- are the lovers in the Moliere comWhat's this we've been hearing
Guests will be able to sit down,
Friendliness Should Cross The Lines
tuous costumes. In the rear of the edy and they go through some of about some sort of a new game relax, smoke, and watch the show enure audience to join i„ s;„ *
By Bill Norria
The spirit of friendliness of which Bates students are so proud is
theatre, Jane Seaman and Sally their routine as the players try to . . . seems as though you stand on while
comely
waitresses
in couple of German songs [,rt.,v
one of the finer things that can be said about this college. It, perCloutman are painting cherubs and perfect the closing scene . . .
a radiator with a lampshade on your Germanic costumes bring on the known to most everyone.
haps more than anything else, is what makes our college distinctive.
An Ex-Ball & Chain couple roses on a big slat of scenery laid Nothing To Worry About
head or something like that . . . drinks and free pretzels. Before the Kanst Nicht Treii Sein"'
When Miss Schaeffer calls it oh well . . .
"This friendliness should be fostered in every way possible, and dropped by to say hello to the folks across the backs of several rows of
known in English .
show goes on while people are getquits
for
the
evening,
Jim
above all extended over the lines mentioned.
seats.
The
chrubs
look
rather'fat
in Garcelon last Sunday. Lindy,
ting settled. Dick Coughlin will en- Be True Dear", and that old
Along with the rest of the
You can't be friendly with a person until you know him well. Fran and young Alan Blanchard but Jane, the designer, thinks Andrews looks earnestly over the
tertain on his accordian with sweet orite of German students the nj
antics for the week . . . seems
The freshman men hit upon this method of getting to know people drove over from Winthrop to say otherwise. She looks up from the footlights at her. "Seriously. Miss
music from old Vienna and the al- talgic "Du, Du Liegst Mir
as though some of the Parkerbetter. Parker Hall was to be thrown open. The freshman men that Lindy hopes to join the ranks work, laughing. "Haven't you ever Schaeffer, has there been any imternately gay and sad music of Herzen". Song sheets will be
ites are such rabid golf fans
provement? Frankly, now." "Oh,
tributed at each table before the]
would entertain the rest of the campus on their home grounds. of the teaching profession in Sep- seen babies like that . . . ?"
Hungarian gypsies.
that they even go so far as to
Miss Schaeffer is mulling over no doubt about it. Jim — ask him!"
termission.
And, for the benefit of the college authorities, the place was to be tember.
practice at 2 a.m. . . . just
Magician And Quartet
The chrysanthamum bush which Wendell Wray's entrance in a cer- She gestures toward a chance visiThe entire German cluS is pJtJ
crawling with chaperones. Mr. Sampson and Mr. Lindholm were
wondered if that was the cusM.C. Smokey Stover will start ing in to put the dance over
enthusiastic, and the plans proceeded with the help and guidance we had hoped would someday equal tain scene. "As you come in, pause tor who has been watching the retomary dress for golfing . . .
the first show rolling at 9:30 by in- special credit goes to Ginaa
the Painter's rose bush has passed about here for a moment—" she in- hearsal from a seat on the aisle, a
of proctors Willie Barbeau and Ralph Perry.
leg
thrown
over
an
arm
rest.
dicates
the
spot
"—and
just
bow
Someone tried to pawn off a troducing that master of magicians. Fauci in charge of posters
to totonical heaven. However,
Letting Down A Barrier
"Sure, you've improved a lot, bothersome Felix on the bio de- Dave Merrill. He may have a publicity; Ruth Fehlau and
heavy plans are underway to raise your head as you say 'Monsieur
But a partly justifiable college ruling and, as we see it, an un- vines a-la-Russell House — just to Argon!' then go over to the table Jim," the visitor assures him. partment the other day . . . sorry, couple of surprise stunts to pull Huntington, decorations; J0j
justifiable fear of letting down barriers stood in the way. A barrier improve the real estate.
with the medicine. It's got to be "Just in the short time I've been fella . . . this is the season when from his repetoire of tricks.
Meyers, refreshments; and ArJ
timed just right, just right!" A here. too. You know, when I came all we cats are safe . . .
would be let down, but it would be a good barrier to be done away Freddy Jones' Accident
Another feature will be the quar- Ulpts and Lorrie Dietrich, geneJ
with.
tet from Smith Hall, Jack Greim. committee. Tickets are being
Tough luck for Freddy Jones little later in the scene, someone in you looked scared to death and
Prof.
Berkelman
worried
It has long been the feeling that the basement rooms of Smith who cut his foot with an axe last suggests a pause after a certain still up there. Now you look more
Dana Williams, Karl Koss and
(Continued on page four)
about the feminine screams isand Parker Halls constitute an unrealized potential as good places week. Sixteen stitches will keep line in Jim Andrews' speech. He at ease and more confident—more
suing
from
the
direction
of
for informal social affairs. Coffee hours after football games and him out of baseball for the rest of tries it and the sequence sounds natural." Jim looks relieved, walks
campus very early one morning
during the winter carnival are just one possibility for putting these the year. He's hoping that he'll be better, and the polishing goes off the stage to hang up his 17th
. . . though it came from Rand
century
costume
for
the
night.
rooms to good use.
able to take part in some Softball on . . .
... off the record . . . underThe following is a tabulation of the poll recently returned by
Properly chaperoned and blue-slipped, such affairs would give before the Intramural season finishstand it came from a different
the men a chance to prove what kind of hosts they can be. A es. Speaking of soffball, we're hop350 students and faculty members. The figures represent per
direction . . .
string of successful open houses in women's dorms last winter were ing all eligible Sampsonvillers will
centages of reader interest.
Heard that some of the Smith
well-received and enjoyable, as President Phillips himself can tes- turn out this year. With the addiItem
Much
Some
None
boys wrote to "Life" and asked
7)
tify. Why not turn the tables and let the men try the same thing, tion of some hard-hitting SampsonStu-C
25
53
them a "true or false" question
only in rooms which are larger and even less exclusive (psychologi- ville faculty, we hope to at least
Stu-G
29
50
21
. . . any questions concerning the
play a few games this year. Has
cally speaking) then the women's reception rooms?
CA News
17
51
32
miniature
sent
by
Hacker?
"Harry the Hat" Williams been
Debating
14
55
31
Let's Work It Out
doing secret practice?
Speaking of such things . . .
Chapel
28
48
24
By Donald Graves
League Of Nations
The Student Council is looking into the possibilities. So are Mr.
Audrey soloed last week — althe five Colby boys would like
Syndicated releases
9
52
39
Sampson and Mr. Lindholm. We wish them luck. We think the most I All the way to Portland to
The time is now. The hour is
The United Nations is heading
to extend their sincerest thanks
5
Calendar
75
20
Student Council is operating within its proper sphere and perform- see Wes and Elaine Bonney ex-of here when citizens of the world toward the same state of inactivity
for the help given them by five
Play Features
40
46
14
ing a necessary duty when it tries to work out with the college Garcelon House. Wes is working must decide between destruction as that of the League of Nations.
Bates coeds . . . hope no one
Retired Professor Features
13
50
37
authorities a liberalization of the present policy that would work. I for an insurance company, studying and survival. The current race for We watched the failure of the
was inconvenienced . . .
Bates Graduate Features
13
61
26
We thank Mr. Sampson and Mr. Lindholm for taking an interest'to be an actuary. In answer to many power of Russia and the United League end in World War II. Are
Sampsonville
29
42
29
Ever think of putting an angora
in the problem and doing what they can.
queries — Billy prefers my driv- States is leading to a third world we sioinii :o slop here and be rePoise On Pen
82
15
3
sweater in Mike's Bendix . . .
signed to a third world war?
We hope the Activities Committee, Dean Rowe, and President ing. He says, "You go straighter war.
45
Politics Preferred
41
Johnee Johnson didn't think . . .
13
Phillips will agree that opening men's dormitories to certain well- than Mommy 1"
Next War Means Destruction
Articles Of Confederation
3
Letters To Editor
27
70
results: one doll's sweater for
planned social occasions would be of benefit to college life and Kids Like Rain
52
3
Editorials
sale
....
•45
Our
forefathers
went
through
a
Talk of a preventative war is usegive such a plan their sanction.
The rain might have discouraged less. The next war preventative or similar crisis. The states were thir17
Sportlight
42
41
Rumor has it that Dick
And if next year's freshman men decide they want to hold open some — but not the kids. They dis- otherwise will lead only to destruc- teen separate states pitted against
4"
WAA Column
33
20
Hartman's
car really went
covered
the
lowly
earthworm,
and
house for an afternoon in Parker, we wish them success.
34
Women's Sports
44
tion. The atomic and hydrogen one another in a struggle for land
22
through the mill Friday
many of them had large collections bombs are to carry a war to the and power.
20
Game
Summaries
44
36
night . . .
before they tried to bring them in
20
The leading citizens of the day
Pre-game
36
individual, to wipe out cities and
44
lie house over night.
And of course . . . Saturday night
26
destroy areas in which the popula- drew up the Constitution as a remeIntramural
42
32
George and Judy Allen spent the tion density is greatest.
12
dy. The problem of ratification was brought forth another successful
Sports Column
41
47
In keeping with one of our stated aims, that of trying to maintain warm Sunday afternoon digging up
(Continued
on
page
four)
(Continued
on
page
four)
The Individual Important
frank and understanding relations between the students and the divots in the field behind Russell
House.
Roy
Fairfield
and
Pete
This is no longer an era of naadministrative officers, we decided to have a talk with Mr. Ross
Carsley spent part of the weekend tion against nation in which the
quite a few weeks back about electricity bills.
raking up the local lawns. The rest leading statesmen decide the fate of
At the time of this discussion, there was a little misunderstanding
>f us just sat around and vegetated. others. It is a period in which the
making the rounds of the men's side of campus, which in some cases
Trip To Harvard
individual and public opinion take
(Just over on Main St.)
had developed to the point which might even be called hard feeling.
Those people who howl when on a role of world-wide importCertain electricity bills were thought to be inordinately high as they have to make a few trips to the
ance.
compared with certain others.
local libraries for research material
What the citizen of the world
WELCOMES EVERYONE AT BATES COLLEGE
Believe it or not, there's an explanation. But it's an awfully long will doff their hats to Mike Ste- thinks and does is of vital importstory. We don't completely understand all the details, but what we phanian who made a special trip to ance iO any organization. Too many
do understand seems logical.
Harvard to gather material for his people have realized the necessity
Our Food Is Still The Best Advertisement We Have
In the men's dorms, bills are based on individual floor meter term paper. Mike and Agnes for world peace and have been rereadings, and each room is charged in proportion to the wattage of learned last week that they got that luctant to express their views and
Come In And Try Some
lamps and other appliances in the room. The rate charged is five summer job they were sweating out. proceed in a channel of action.
1
cents per kilowatt hour.
No one has come forth with any
As far as we could make out, the bursar's office goes out of its news as to the Wives Club meetElm Hotel - Auburn
way to be fair. Mr. Ross and Mr. Sampson have extended an invi- ing this week — so I can't pass any
COMPLETE DINNERS served daily including Sundays
tation to anyone who would like a complete explanation of this or along. When the meeting place is
a similar problem, to drop inte his office any time and talk it over. decided it will probably be passed
Meals 75c, 95c up - Excellent Food - Courteous Service
We urge all gripers and other interested persons to take advantage along by word of mouth.
of this invitation. This is an easy way out. It's much easier for us
to say this than to try to explain it all here. It's complicated — but
AUBURN
apparently absolutely fair.
For INSTANT
Wednesday,
Thursday,
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3,
4
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Frosh Baseballers Garnet Road Record 2-1;
Meet Bowdoin, C°P First Games
Garnet Thinclads Lose, FroshWin;
Quimby, Brinkerhoff Win

,y In Series Duels

By Ray Zelch
By Al Dunham
Commencing their '50 campaign
«
an
auspicious
fashion,
the
frosh
The varsity pastimers returned
By Joel Price
past.mers recorded two straight from their southern road trip sportgames arc an Jap for ••Ducky" Pond's baseballer
wins ,he past week, whipping both
Ictfi*5
ing a 3 and 1 season's record, winSaturday, Bowdoin invades Garcelon whil e on
I &/*■ on Colby .n a return engagement. Bowdoin has
03
a d
k(
UurHigh ^^ "
**-" ning games from New Hampshire
f,nb aml 3 ,<>P
8
n,oundsma
and New England College, 7-5 and
u^Wfivt
» ^ curveballer Kittens Show Batting
" °v for Colby- the Mules have been running roughshod
Power Against Preppers
.., Yaie being among their victims. The.Mules have
The opener was against the
pitching staff and power is spaced generousPreppers on the latter's field and
r
t2f"batting order. Thus they, too, should prove a tough
resulted in an 11-7 win for the
'rosh. "Chuck" Fisher hurled the full
n.ne mnings for Bates and was sup-rtntlv completed road trip, George Brinkerhoff, in
chore,
limited
New
England
CoUege
to
two
ported by a Bobkitten offensive that
mound
! oniy two in a four inning stint and may be exsaw eleven hits recorded off two
Hebron pitchers. ' The Hatchmen
more action on the mound, if needed by "Ducky".
scored eight runs in the first two
be Garnet hit the skids at Rhode Island where'it
mnings and Fisher coasted from
I prner but two meagre hits. In all fairness, though
then on in. Dave Harkins was the
Wouldn't have changed the outcome of the contest,
leading hitter as he collected three
! Were rushed into the Kingston contest without the
Dingles, Raia, Lebel and Purdy
*. any real hitting practice inasmuch as they arrived
each chipping in with a pair.
fred Douglas banged out five hits in the New EngRaia Impressive In Pitching Debut
' approach his six hit feat of a year ago and thus
Behind the effective six hit pitch* jvtrage up to a healthy .471 for four games. Norm
ing of Richie Raia, the frosh de"rio has been a m°St pleasant surPrise this spring is
feated the Eddies. 6-0. in their
hitter for the locals at .500.
home debut. They broke the scor5hed a feeWe
thine'.:"
fourth at Vermont, with but ing ice in the fourth inning when,
Lntin? i'ir ?:' th* l,oin,s- U seems as though the undcr- with the bases loaded, George
' j. „ ;:
with little more success than they did in- Bryant came through with a long
Larry Quimby
i continues to impress and Johnny Lawson, single to drive in two runs. AnI
Bill Wyman and Bob Goldberg in par- other run was added in the fifth
I nucleus for next year's varsity. Abbott's when Raia walked, took second on 13-9 respectively, and dropping an
on a »et track certainly bodes well for the future an attempted pickoff, raced to third 8-1 decision to Rhode Island State.
on D'Angelo's infield hit. and con- McAuliffe Triple Beats UNH
, intramural softball league should be a keenly
tinued home on a wild throw from
.(one this spring. Not that I'm prejudiced or anything.
1 he Bobcats scored seven runs
the catcher. The seventh inning saw
Commissioner Carroll of St. Louis goes along with
three more Bates runs cross the on eight hits last Thursday to
down UNH, 7-5. The Cats scored a
g Middle to cop the title. Hear tell Bill Simpson is
plate. Raia doubled, stole third, and
Maine for a coaching position. Personally I think Bill
pair of runs in the first on doubles
then stole home on a walk to
foolish, for he would be sacrificing a salary as a salesby Brinkerhoff and VVettlaufer. and
D'Angelo. Consecutive singles by
a walk to Perry. Another double by
it would take him ten years to make in Maine coachLebel and Moody drove in the final
, Lapchick of the New York Knickerbockers and
Brinkerhoff in the third scored
two tallies.
Hammer, running the total to three.
own of the Celtics are still interested in Bill. I feel
Raia, in his initial pitching chore,
The Wildcats scored twice in the
Bill to gi^e pro ball a fling for two years, he could
allowed only one walk. He struck
fifth and seventh and once in the
far better coaching offer than any he might receive in
out six opposing batters, and garnered two of the Kittens' nine hits.
Lebel contributed two singles to the
Garnet cause, and Harkins and
Dave Purdy both clouted long May 3-5
Diamond
doubles.
Wednesday, S'ville-Parkcr
1
North-O.C.
2
able from 1:30 till 5:30 on weekMiddle-J.B.
3
The following regulations have days and from 2 till 4:30 on SunThursday, Bardwell-Parker
1
been posted by the athletic depart- days.
2
Middle-O.C.
ment concerning the physical eduRegular locker room and equipSouth-S'ville
3
cation facilities that may be used ment service will be provided durFriday,
South-Parker
1
by students and faculty during the ing the week day and Saturday af2
Bardwell-S'ville
ternoon schedule. On Sunday equip. n und by spring season.
North-J.B.
3
Garcelon Field
ment will be issued by a student
:Bob Pimm which garThe tennis courts and softball attendant only on the surrender of May 8-12
i nly two points, diamonds may be used on week the student's activity card.
Monday, J.B.-Parker
1
Middle-Bardwell
2
(golfer!
ti cheer days from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. and
Tennis courts are to be used only
O.C.-S'ville
3
6:15
until
closing
time
by
students
when
the
nets
are
in
place.
In
case
swing dropof demand they are to be released
and
faculty.
On
Saturday
these
|
lifts and
areas may be used from 1:30 to 5 to others at the end of one hour of
p.m. Sunday morning all areas are play. Women are to be guests only
latches Decide At MIT
closed but may be used in the af- on Saturday and Sunday afternoons
were ternoon from 2 till 5. All other and on week days after 6:15.
Golfers please note instructions
by i very >trong Tufts times and areas are reserved for
on regulations concerning the use
|
..naged varsity and freshman teams.
of Garcelon Field as a practice
Gym Facilities
:-..■'' .' it
The gym facilities will be avail- course.
Ion the other /.and, all

eighth. The locals were down 5-2
going

into the top of the ninth

when N.H.'s Copp gave up two
walks and then threw wide to first
on

Porter's

infield

hit,

allowing

Hamel to score from third. Andy
McAuliffe's pinch-triple brought in
two runs and Perry squeezed him
in pushing the score to the final 7-5
mark. The winning pitcher was
Larry Quimby.
Things didn't run as smoothly at
Kingston on Friday, however, as
Rhode

Island

State

tapped

the

Bates twirlers for 14 hits and eight
runs. Underbill, of R.I., sweated
his way through nine innings, giving the Cats two hits, by Douglas
and

McCarthy, and walking

Mc-

Auliffe in the ninth to force in
Berry with the lone tally.
Garnet On Run Spree
The Bates nine returned to the
victory column last Saturday over
in the hills of New Hampshire
when they worked four New England College pitchers for 13 runs on
12 hits. Four Bates hurlers gave
the losers 11 hits and nine runs on
the home team's cow pasture. Fred
Douglas was the big gun for the
locals, getting five hits in six times
at bat. one of which was a home
run. and drove in eight runs. Hammer garnered three hits in four
times and scored four of the runs,
while Ralph Perry scored four.
Bates put on a four run rally in the
ninth to pull away from a 9-9 tie.
George Brinkerhoff, who was the
winning pitcher, drove in the tiebreaking, and winning run.

Intramural Schedule

is For Phys. Ed. Facilities
By Athletic Department

Yield Twice;
Only Winner

Outlook Dark For State Meet Sat.

Tuesday. J.B.-Bardwell
North-South
Middle-Parker
Wednesday. S'ville-J.B.
Middle-South
North-Bardwell
Thursday, Middle-S'ville
North-Parker
O.C.-South
Friday, O.C.-Parker
South-J.B.
North-S'ville
May 15
Monday, O.C.-Bardwell
Game time. 6:15 sharp!

By Alan Hakes

Netmen Drop Two
On Opening Jaunt

Both the Bobcat track outfits
were in action . last weekend and
the result was an even break. The
varsity thinclads preparing for Saturday's State Series meet finished
a poor fourth in a quadrangular
By John Ebert
meet at Vermont while the frosh
This past weekend was travel tracksters romped to an easy win
time for the Bates varsity netmen. over Decring.
They journeyed to Boston in high
Last Saturday, Vermont was a
hopes of starting the season off vic- run-away winner with 78% points,
toriously only to be defeated by -bowing its strength in the middle
distances and the longer races. MidTufts and MIT, 5-4 and 6-3. while
dlebury placed second, scoring its
the match with B.C. was rained 37 H points largely in the short
out.
dashes and hurdles. Colby led the
field in the weight events to garner
Tufts Match A Heartbreaker
34)4 points and third place, while
The Thursday match with Tufts
Bates had to be content with 14%
was a heartbreaker. Each team won points.
three of the singles; and the Boone Captures Only First
doubles, in which Tufts took 2 out
Nate Boone provided the only
of the 3 thrilling matches, deter- Garnet first with a leap of 20 feet.
mined the outcome. In the singles 10^ inches in the broad jump.
the Bates players who gained de- Nate also had a fourth' place in the
220 yard low hurdles. The only
cisions were Corey defeating Tenother Bates man to finish in the
ney 5-7, 6-3, 6-3; Duffet whipping money in more than one event was
Thomas 8-6. 6-2; and Rubin down- Dick Wcstphal who captured a
ing Perkins 6-3, 1-6, 6-0. In the second in the discus and a third in
doubles Cushman and Rubin were hammer throw. Harley added a
the only winners, taking a 6-4, 4-6, third place in the mile and Dudley
scored a tie for third in the pole
6-3 decision.
The Friday match with MIT vault. In all other events the Garwas not as close. Walt Cushman net thinclads were shut out.
was the only Bates player to win Bowdoin, Maine Favored Saturday
On the basis of these results, and
his match, defeating Bent, 6-4, 9-7.
In the doubles, Corey teamed with the results of Maine and Bowdoin
Duffet to take- an 0-6, 6-4, 6-4 de- in their respective meets Saturday,
cision, while Cushman and Rubin one can get a fairly clear picture
that the outlook for Bates in the
triumphed 6-2, 6-1.
State meet Saturday is not too
State Series Matches Next
bright. Colby showed its superior
Coach Buschmann was not at all strength already in direct clash with
discouraged by the showing of his Bates, having a well balanced team
squad. George Corey and Walt capable of capturing points in nearCushman showed great promise, ly every event. Bowdoin is next to
while Corey and Duffet, on the be considered. The Polar Bears
basis of their play at MIT are ex- swamped Bates during the winter
pected to come through with sev- track season, and show no signs of
eral victories throughout the sea- deterioration. The major strength
son's play in the doubles.
of this team is in the weight events,
The squad is now looking for- and in Murphy they have a man
ward to the State Series matches. who was able to garner firsts in
This Friday they will meet Colby both hurdle races and the high
in an exhibition match, and Satur- jump as his team succumbed to
day they begin series play against Tufts last week.
the Bowdoin squad.
Maine, too, should present a team

capable of amassing many points,
having been defeated by New
Hampshire by only five points last
week. And anyone who remembers
what New Hampshire did to Bates
this winter should be able to get a
pretty fair comparison of team
strengths.
Frosh Tracksters In Easy Win
For the freshman track squad the
picture appears somewhat brighter.
The frosh swamped Deering High
in its first effort this spring by a
score of 90 to 36. The Garnet thinclads gained points in every event,
capturing firsts in 11 of the 14 and
sweeping four. John Lawson took
three firsts, in the broad jump and
100 and 220 yard dash. Abbott added another with a 51.6 quarter mile,
and then chased Goldsmith home in
the rapid half-mile time of 2:04.7.
Thomson took the high jump with
a leap of 5 feet 6 inches, and Osborne took the pole vault at 10 feet.
Goldberg and Wyman exchanged
firsts and seconds in the shot and
discus, and Whitaker added a first
in the low hurdles, the first time
he has run the event.
The frosh team thus appears easi- ly capable of carrying on the fine
work it did this winter. Several new
additions from the gym classes add
badly needed depth to the' squad
should be good for vital points
in the meets. The varsity, too, is
expected to show some increase in
strength this spring. Saturday will
indeed be a rugged test for the
tracksters.
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mood or need.

FOOD

fty

Eaton's Get Acquainted Assortment contains SEVEN different,

Vellum", "Highland Pensmooth".

104 MIDDLE STREET

P
ream travels to
N to face a strung Colby
Mon Saturday meet BowJean Harris will
|the team with much needed
Uor!i
'~
itch.

i

Authentic University Fashions

Tel. 2-9145

Joseph's Church

W, CLARK CO.
UGS

ODD JACKETS

CHEMICALS

BI0L

$29 .50

0GICALS

Petered Pha nnacists
*»in s,.

■LOUH BY DflDA'l -JIWILDT BY III NORTON

a

* Bates St.

Every detail of these

3-0031

fine wool tweed coats

In Worcester, Massachusetts, one

in in the tradition of

of the favorite spots of students at

Tel •

the

garments

pr«"

Day Room on the campus. They

l0Ur

ferred

by

Eastern

college men.

P Time

like the Day Room because it's a
cheerful place — full of friendly
collegiate atmosphere. And when
the gang gathers around, ice-cold

N* Up A Strike

Coca-Cola gets the call. For here, as
in college haunts everywhere—

A

TTHE

Gray

Flannel Slacks - $12.95 and $15.50

B

°WLING
ALLEYS
10
ASH

Ju«

the College of the Holy Cross is the

STREET

°f Lisbon

Coke belongs.
Ask for it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY BY

A. H. BENOIT & CO
LEWISTON
LISBON and ASH

The COCA-COLA Bottling Plant*, Inc., Lewirton
1930, Th« Coca-Cola Company

p&

CAMELS FOR
MILDNESS!
Yes, Camel* are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and woman
who smoked Carnal* —and only Camels —for
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

(mscfyie me
QMttmsifwk
^fimdmfa^due fosmokry Ozrrmf

i'
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Displaced Persons Stud
Small
Mam
Of
iMfaHeHn
Seaior
Class
Vrtes
On American Student4]
Boit de Nuit Adds To Republicans Hold
Federal Aid Panel T.Meet 0. Campus MyH«r.M•" •£**■"
FOUR

String Of

The Boite de Nuit, sponsored by
Le Cercle Francaise, April 29,
seemed to continue the current
winning streak of entertaining
Chase Hall dances. With approximately 100 couples in attendance,
The sophomore class is planning
the French club is well assured of
a party at Kneeland's Barn on Colhaving promoted a financial as well
lege Street from 3-8 p.m. for May
as social success.

Veale, Aszinger Head
Sophomore Class Party

13. Shirley Veale and Ralph Azinger are co-chairmen for the event.

Emphasis is being placed on a
general gathering rather than participation only by couples. At least
one member of each couple attending must be a sophomore.

Highlights of the evening's entertainment were John Blake as
Maurice Chevalier, Carolyn Day
and her oo-la-la numbers accompanied by Lincoln Barlow, the
eternal "Smokcy Stover Trio", and
Peter Whitaker and Grace Ulrich as
Apache dancers, coached by Miss
Patricia Rowe.

Committee chairmen are as follows: refreshments, Nancy Reade,
tickets, John McLaren; entertainSpecial committees were headed
ment, Constance Moulton; cleanby Martha Rayder, refreshments;
up, Alan Rubin; chaperones, John
Norma Reese, decorations; John
Manter.
Ruth Potter, class president, announced that Ruth Russell and
Richard Trenholm will succeed
Edith Tobben, the present head of
the sophomore yearbook committee.
Class
gifts to
Johnson
Soiree".

Blake, entertainment; Cynthia
Keating, publicity; George Hamilton, clean up; and Athena Giftos,
tickets.

The group of Young Republicans
on campus sponsored a panel on
federal aid to education at the county convention in Auburn last Saturday. Members on the panel were
Mr. Fairfield, Max Bell, Don Roberts, Charles Radcliffe, and Mr.
Jordan, principal of the Walton
Jnnior High School in Auburn.
Radcliffe led the discussion.
The need for better education
was ably shown by Mr. Jordan, and
possible solutions were presented by
Bell and Roberts. Mr. Fairfield explained federal aid on the college
level and the various solutions
there.
The ensuing discussion revealed
a sharp difference as to whether
federal control would inevitably follow federal aid to the states. The
group intends to continue its activities of digging into the Republican
platform and issues of the day.

Bates-On-Air Features
Benedict Arnold Story

With only 25c per person admission, the couples enjoyed night
club atmosphere complete with
members voted to present small tables, lights, and soft muTomorrow's Bates On The Air
Prof. Andrews and Mr. sic. Upon entering each jeune belle
program will feature "Betrayal", a
for iheir work on "Santa's was presented with a small favor of
love story of Benedict Arnold and
'.'Beau Belle" perfume.
Peggy Shippen, set in the late 18th

Politics Preferred
(Continued from page two)
much more difficult than that of
winning support for world government. A democratic government in
the hands of the people was unheard of: only a handful in this
country believed that it would
function.
World Federal Government
World Federal Government,
through the correction of errors in
the United Nations, would seek a
change in the charter similar in
content to these proposals for the
strengthening of the thirteen colonies.
They may be stated to include: a
world government as security
against member nations being isolated: a world government to be
paramount to national interests; a
world government as security
against t h e dissention between
member nations.
People Can't Remain Inactive
We cannot sit and remain inactive as the fuse that threatens the
security of all slowly runs out.
Just recently over 100 members of
Congress introduced a world government resolution. With more active support from the people, congressmen will be obliged to support
such a bill in the future.
What can the individual do to
help in the cause of insuring world
peace? He can talk up the belief
in world government and write to
representatives and senators of
state and national governments
urging the adoption of a policy of
peace and world government.
Our first move must be to win
the support of this country for
world government. True peace is up
to the individual and through him
the path to peace is obtainable.

Mr. And Mrs. Prexy Eat
With NE Congressmen

rentury, and presented over WCOU
at 4:30 p.m.
The script is an adaptation of a
Cavalcade of America show and will
be presented by the following members of Mr. Stattel's radio production class: Norma Smith, director;
Arthur Dudas, Benedict Arnold;
Susan Martin, Peggy Shippen; and
Florence Lindquist, announcer and
narrator. Elsbeth Thomes, Larch
Foxon, Norman Bukcr, and Charles
Clark will complete the cast.

President and Mrs. Phillips attended the New England Congressional dinner in Washington last
night. The dinner is annually given
for the New England members of
Congress.
Dr. and Mrs. Phillips were in
Norma Smith has also directed
Washington for a meeting with
the "Antigone" program, played
Washington Bates alumni.
Mary of England in "Silver Coronet" and is now rehearsing Beline,
the wife in Moliere's "Imaginary
Invalid".
(Continued from page two)
through the dorms now and can
also be purchased at the door.

German Dance

Dressy Informal
The dance has been planned as a
dressy informal. That means all you
girls who have been saving that
extra-special dress for that extraspecial occasion can make the most
of it Saturday night.
We're keeping our fingers crossed
but we hope to have a rather unusual favor to give to each person
at the door. See you all at the
dance.

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME

Business

Advice On Marriage

NANKING

RESTAURANT

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

'!Uo

:

Long Waiting List
Students first began attending
German and Austrian universities in
the winter of 1945. Hungry as they
were for a chance to begin or con-

■

the D.P. student t
- •
by saving on food t,
savings would
be,
and are certain
not
•j
from the healt!
Better Grades

Despite a su]
'>■ of h J
bastian S. Kresge. founder of the
and a shortage ui
national five and ten cent chain S. the part of
many
S. Kresge Co., was the donor of the trian fellow-.and!
the b J
foundation.
%
dents
nts
have
attained.
de
The $50,000 gift is the second received by the college in the past
few months. The first gift, which
was made by an anonymous benefactor of the college, is financing
the new all-campus infirmary now
under construction.

higher marks than ,l('o0 ,h
eir ;ti
their
The United Si • .
,
Displaced Person Act 0
authorizes the admission' 0f|
dents who have
scholarship, as
expenses for a year.

In The Spring At Bates, A Young
Man's Heart Turns To Thoughts Of
COOPER'S HAMBURGERS
CAMPUS AVE.

NEAR SABATTUS ST,

What's the Odds:
we can do that laundry!
giving same day service;!
shirts 3 day service?
1 - 8 lbs. at 60c
8-plus lbs. at $1.0

And Your Folks' Folks

RESTAURANT

TANTALIZING

with BETTER FOOD
Since 1875

274 Main St.
Lewiston
Phone 3-0431

Boston Tea Store
249 Main St.

ChtoesE
DINNERS

Lewiston

CHINESE

-

One Stop
COMPLETE

"BACHELOR
. . . to . . .

SERVICE"

79 Lisbon St.

(Corner Sabattus and College)
TELEPHONE

Lewiston

4-79 12

AMERICAN

At ST. LAWRENCE and Colleges and Universities

DINNERS
from 45c up
IIMIW

Fordham University
SCHOOL OF LAW

Tel. 2-7351

throughout the country CHESTERFIELD

ri , I il ,;i ni.S

LUflRDS

is the largest-selling cigarette.

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN
Dial 4-7371

KIRK DOUGLAS

CO-EDUCATIONAL

MODERN

(Continued from page one)
classroom and a combination seminar-library room for students entered in advanced chemistry
courses.
Improvements will be made in
other sections of the present building. Part of the addition will be
ready for use when college commences next fall.
S. S. Kresge Donor Of Foundation
The Kresge Foundation was established in 1924, and since that
time has made grants totaling sevral millions of dollars. Mr. Se-

ranged with the occupy' W
ties that 10% nf
of .L
the

JACK & JILL LAUNDERETTE

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course.

FRANGEDAKIS' -

Hedge Lab

tinue higher r,tu.lit-.. ,i,
the thousands. The t- ■' ^
Relief and Rehabili
'"ation »
tration. predecessor

U
universities would :,t.
"ia4
e'
able to relui!i,.
have been filled ma^H
The urge to study — despite the
despite language
f
lack of assurance of a country to
housing difficulties
live in or a professional status to student?
enjoy — is keeping more than 2,000
displaced persons in- universities in Currency Hardships
Western Germany and Austrian
For students at Heidelk
study !>y the IRO has revealed. Munich. Hamburg ap,, trRThese and another 4,000 D.P.'s with lcges, the haidsm> .j,-.°!'
a background of university study multiplied many
"ntv -,
hope to continue their studies in the reforrh has limit*
countries to which they will emi- amount of help ■
refugees could '
grate.
it j

Glenwood Bakery's

May We Serve You
As We Have Your Folks

NEW YORK
EAT AT

Small

One hundred American colleges
and universities gave D.P. scholar•ships to 200 D.P. students in 1949.
according to the International Refugee Organization. Yale University
recently announced the acceptance
of five DP. students -and six will
study at Vassar College next year.

WHY NOT BRING BACK TO YOUR DORM SOME
up a piece of cat liver in a neat
little box tied with ribbons,
of
etc. ... he, being quite pleased,
happened to open it under conditions of semi-darkness and
PEACHY PARCELS OF POTEXT PASTRY
thought it was chocolate . . .
you can imagine the rest . . .
PIES PARTICULARLY PLEASING
ugh!!!
POPOVER - PATRONS, NOW?
Have a life-savor . . .
Kat's Meow
Whisperin' off to sweep up
(Continued from page two)
10 PARK STREET - RIGHT OFF MAIN STREET
dance in this series of entertaining some more dirt . . .
L. E. KATZ
1'hase Hall dances . . . another one
coming up next week . . . also,
don't forget the spring concert on
Friday eve . . .
But here's the prize story of
YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
the week . . . one of the coeds
decided to surprise her steady
with a prize from her latest
dissection ... so she wrapped

AND SPORT

Romeo E. Thibodeau
Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

Management merce are: William Tewhey, secretary;
Edwin Woodman;
Frank
Conference
for
Lewiston
and
Drigotis; William T. Davis; and
Auburn small businessmen will be Carroll McGilvery. Auburn Chamheld at Bates College early next ber members are: Raymond Mills,
fall, Dr. Phillips announced recent- secretary; Robert Wade; Arthur
ly. The conference will be spon- Cummings:
Rower
Morin; .and
sored jointly by the College and Ralph Raymond.
the Lewiston and Auburn ChamRepresenting Bates College are
bers of Commerce for the advance- Mr. Annett, assistant to the Presiment ■: i small business manage- dent, Prof. Bartlett, Mr. Freedman
ment.
of the economics department, and
Jones Conference Director
Robert Jones
Robert
G.
Jones,
Executive Local Businessmen Invited
Alumni Secretary, was named conAt the initial meeting of the
ference director and will be assisted
Conference Committee,
tentative
in the conference planning by repplans were outlined for the fall
resentatives from the" Twin City
conference. All small businessmen
Chambers and the department of
of the twin cities will be invited.
economics at Bates. Representing
Leading authorities on advertising,
the Lewiston Chamber of Comretailing, purchasing, income tax,
and inventory will lead the discussion groups. These men will be
chosen for their understanding of
Verture, Calif. — (ACP) — "Mar and practical work in the field of
riage is for adults," says Mrs. Irene small business management. The
M. Knox, dean of women at Vir- Small Business Conference will be
ginia Junior College. She feels there jointly planned and conducted by
is no set age when a person reaches the Lewiston and Auburn Cham
maturity. Some are adults at 18, bers of Commerce and the college
while others never really mature suf- committee.
ficiently for successful marriages.
Successful In Midwest
Mrs. Knox recommends completion
President Phillips pointed out
of at least one year of eollege befoK
entering marriage. This education that "the "email business manageenables the student to develop his or ment conference lias been conducther skills more 'highly and to bring ed most successfully in some other
about a better understanding of the nreas of the country, especially in
■ the Midwest. Today, with the posiresponsibilities of marriage.
tion of the average small business"It is of no great importance if man being made increasingly diffione partner received a higher educa- cult, it is most important to him
tion than the other if they decide at that he make use of successful busthe beginning what is important and
practices. We hope that our
what they want out of life. Educa- Conference will be of such value to
tion is not all book learning. Expe- local businessmen."
rience counts a great deal."
A

Class president Walker rfeap
presided at the senior class meeting
last Friday. The class voted on
whether they wanted an outing at
Poland Springs or the Casco Bay
trip, and whether they preferred a
sen i-ior:nal senior dance at Chase
Hall or an informal dance there.
Dean Rowe gave a brief talk.
Paper was passed out with regulations prescribed by the college for
all juniors and seniors. It was stated
that each on campus senior can
have two reservations for rooms for
quests. Sampsonville people are not
entitled to this. Every senior must
pay a non-refundable deposit of
$1 50 for each reservation.
It was decided that each senior
was entitled to three tickets for
graduation, ""he president's reception will be held on Saturday afternoon, and tii. - will be a nbt.ee on
the main bulletin board as to the
procedure.

/•
Member of
Assn. of American Law Schools
Matriculants must be College gradTake Your
uates and present full transcript of
College record.
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store CLASSES BEGIN Sept. 25th, 1950
For further information address
REGISTRAR FORDHAM UNIV.
Convenient To The Campus
SCHOOL OF LAW
302 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.
*;:1 fr-*" fl 4 tlrh'-' •'-I Il! IgaCHEXS

UJRRDS
easy to LOOK at
VVARD BRQa
easy on youi

Hosiery

..

.

REMEMBER MOM
MAY 14th

Famous St. Lawrence Alumnus,
says:
"Chesterfields are so MILD they
leave a clean, fresh taste in my
mouth."

STARRING IN

for your
favorite mother...

"YOUNG MAN WITH A HORN"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION
THE UIIAIV
ST. lAWMNCt UNIVE«SIIY

Dial 4-7371

MOTHER'S DAY

Opp Post Office - Tel 2-6645

HEADQUARTERS

54 Ash Street
Leather tanned with

AT

THE

SIGN

carefully constructed with

OF

to make them
//

FINE FOOD
177 Main St.

SLIPPER-FREE

WHERE YOUR
FOOT BENDS"

Lewiston

Come in and try on a pair
and you'll walk away
in style and comfort!
INCOWOWATIO

CLEANSERS A rURJUERS

BATES

COLLEGE SERVICE
Agent
DOROTHY FRYER
Hacker House
Call and Delivery Service
Phone 4-7326

May We Suggest:

across the ball of the font

for

$8.95 ^
FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN
205 Main Street

Lewiston, Maine

u

* * *

that invisible extra width

THE LOBSTER

By Recent
National Surve>

REMEMBER MOM
MAY 14th

consummate skill... shoes

PLAZA GRILL

k

•

SLIPS
GOWNS
ROBES
HOSIERY
HANDBAGS
UMBRELLAS
GLOVES
BLOUSES
BELTS
SPORTSWEAR
SCARFS
PERFUMES
* * *

Select Your Gift . . . Well
Wrap It Nice and Mail It
Free Anywhere
* » *
Use Your Bates
Charge Account

gs&lt*

lUr»4iSmoTvl

loveliness and long
wear designed for
HER in sheer, clear,
NORTHMONT Nyioni
ith fhe comfortable,
long-wearing "Nylon-

Ease" Top In Battering
new Mid-Century tonej.

sSlaLii.

60 gauge - 10 denier $1.95
54 gauge - 15 denier

1.65

51 gauge - 15 denier

1.50

51 gauge - 30 denier

1.35
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HESTERFIELD
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